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Abstract

Autonomous operation of a vehicle on a road calls for understanding of various events involving the motions of
the vehicles in its vicinity. In this paper we show how a moving vehicle which is carrying a camera can estimate the
relative motions of nearby vehicles. We show how to “smooth” the motion of the observing vehicle, i.e. to correct the
image sequence so that transient motions (primarily rotations) resulting from bumps, etc. are removed and the sequence
corresponds more closely to the sequence that would have been collected if the motion had been smooth. We also
show how to detect the motions of nearby vehicles relative to the observing vehicle. We present results for several road
image sequences which demonstrate the e3ectiveness of our approach. ? 2002 Pattern Recognition Society. Published
by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous operation of a vehicle on a road calls
for understanding of various events involving the mo-
tions of the vehicles in its vicinity. In normal tra�c 9ow,
most of the vehicles on a road move in the same direc-
tion without major changes in their distances and relative
speeds. When a nearby vehicle deviates from this norm
(e.g. when it passes or changes lanes), or when it is on
a collision course, some action may need to be taken. In
this paper we show how a vehicle carrying a camera can
estimate the relative motions of nearby vehicles.
Understanding the relative motions of vehicles re-

quires modeling both the motion of the observing vehicle
and the motions of the other vehicles. In Ref. [1] we
showed that the motions of vehicles could be represented
using a Darboux motion model that corresponds to the
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motion of an object moving along a smooth curve that
lies on a smooth surface. We showed that deviations from
Darboux motion correspond primarily to small, rapid ro-
tations around the roll and pitch axes of the vehicle.
These rotations arise from the vehicle’s suspension el-
ements in response to unevenness of the road. We de-
rived estimated bounds on both the smooth rotations due
to Darboux motion (from highway design principles)
and the non-smooth rotations due to the suspension, and
showed that both types of rotational motion, as well as
the non-smooth translational component of the motion
(bounce), are small relative to the smooth (Darboux)
translational motion of the vehicle.
By our analysis, both the rotational and translational

velocity components of the observing vehicle are impor-
tant. On the other hand, the rotational velocity compo-
nents of an observed vehicle are negligible compared to
its translational velocity. As a consequence we need to
estimate the rotational velocity components only for the
observing vehicle. This is the case even when an ob-
served vehicle is changing its direction of motion relative
to the observing vehicle (turning or changing lanes); the
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turn shows up as a gradual change in the direction of the
relative translational velocity.
An important consequence of the Darboux mo-

tion model is that for a Ixed forward-looking camera
mounted on the observing vehicle the direction of trans-
lation (and therefore the position of the focus of expan-
sion, FOE) remains the same in the images obtained by
the camera. We use this fact to estimate the observing
vehicle’s rotational velocity components; this is done by
Inding the rotational 9ow which, when subtracted from
the observed 9ow, leaves a radial 9ow pattern (radiating
from the FOE) of minimal magnitude.
We describe the motion Ield using full perspective

projection, estimate its rotational components, and dero-
tate the Ield. The 9ow Ields of nearby vehicles are then,
under the Darboux motion model, pure translational
Ields. We analyze the motions of the other vehicles un-
der weak perspective projection, and derive their motion
parameters. We present results for several road image
sequences obtained from cameras carried by moving
vehicles. The results demonstrate the e3ectiveness of
our approach.
In Section 2, we review research related to autonomous

driving and analysis of road and tra�c scenes, as well as
selected references on independent motion detection and
object motion understanding. In Section 3, we discuss the
image motion Ield in images obtained by a vehicle-borne
camera and describe a way to estimate the necessary
derotation, as well as methods of estimating nearby vehi-
cle motions from the normal 9ow Ield. Section 4 presents
experimental results for several tra�c scene sequences
taken at di3erent locations. More details about the
Darboux motion model are provided in Appendix A.

2. Related work

There has been extensive research on vision tasks re-
lated to autonomous driving and tra�c scenes. We will
not attempt to review this literature here; we cite only a
few recent references [2–5].
More relevant to this paper is work on vehicle detec-

tion and tracking by a moving observer. Early work on
high-level descriptions of object=vehicle trajectories in
terms of such concepts as stopping=starting, object inter-
actions, and motion verbs has been described by Nagel
et al. [6,7]. More recent work by Nagel et al. on vehicle
tracking is described in Refs. [8–10]. Baker et al. studied
algorithms for the detection, localization, pose estima-
tion, and recognition of road vehicles [11–13].
Betke et al. [14] developed a real-time system for

detection and tracking of multiple vehicles in a frame
sequence taken on a highway from a moving vehicle.
The system distinguishes between distant and pass-
ing vehicle detection. In case of a passing vehicle the
recognition is performed by detecting large brightness

di3erences over small numbers of frames. 2-D car mod-
els are used to create a gray-scale template of the detected
vehicle for future tracking. Distant vehicles are detected
by analyzing prominent horizontal and vertical edges. A
square region bounded by such edges, which is strongly
enough correlated with a vehicle template, is recognized
as a vehicle. For each newly recognized vehicle a sepa-
rate tracking process is allocated by a real-time operating
system, which tracks the vehicle until it disappears and
makes sure that no other process tracks the same vehicle.
When one vehicle occludes another, one of the tracking
processes terminates and the other tracks the occlusion
region as a single moving object. Batavia et al. [15]
describe an optical 9ow-based obstacle detection system
for use in detecting vehicles approaching the blind spot
of a car on a highway or city street. The system runs
at near frame rate on PC hardware.
Aste et al. describe visual routines for real-time track-

ing of road lanes and detection of moving objects in
those lanes [16]. Giachetti et al. discuss the use of optical
9ow for road navigation, including egomotion recovery
and Inding the relative motions of other moving vehicles
[17]. They assume that the rotational motion due to the
shocks can be estimated by the two-parameter motion in
a 41× 41 pixel window around the center of the image.
Our work is similar, but we use the normal 9ow rather
then full optical 9ow and we model the motion due to
the shocks by three rotational parameters. Pei and Liou
[18] describe methods of estimating vehicle motion, but
demonstrate it using only toy vehicles. KrOuger [19] de-
scribes a motion compensation model based on a planar
dominant motion assumption, and uses it to detect ob-
stacles. Stiller et al. [20] and Beauvais and Lakshmanan
[21] describe methods of obstacle detection based on fu-
sion of vision and (optical) radar.
Research on understanding object motion has almost

always assumed a stationary viewpoint. Understanding
object motion is based on extracting the object’s motion
parameters from an image sequence. Broida and Chel-
lappa [22] proposed a framework for motion estimation
of a vehicle using Kalman Iltering. Weng et al. [23] as-
sumed an object that possesses an axis of symmetry, and
a constant angular momentum model which constrained
the motion over a local frame subsequence to be a su-
perposition of precession and translation. The trajectory
of the center of rotation can be approximated by a vec-
tor polynomial. Changing the parameters of the model
with time allows adaptation to long-term changes in the
motion characteristics. Gil et al. [24] combined multiple
motion estimators for vehicle tracking. Vehicle detection
was performed using two features: the bounding rectan-
gle of the moving vehicle, where the convex hull of the
vehicle is computed for every frame and then translated
according to the predicted motion parameters, and an up-
dated 2-D pattern (gray-level mask) based on optimiza-
tion of the correlation between the pattern and the image
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using the motion parameters. These results were obtained
using a stationary camera mounted above a highway un-
der di3erent road and illumination conditions.
In Ref. [25], Duric et al. tried to understand the motions

of objects such as tools and vehicles, based on the fact
that the natural axes of the object tend to remain aligned
with the local trihedron deIned by the object’s trajectory.
Based on this observation they used the Frenet–Serret
motion model, and showed that knowing how the Frenet–
Serret frame is changing relative to the observer gives
essential information for understanding the object’s mo-
tion. Our present work is a continuation of this work in
a more realistic and complicated scenario, in which the
camera is also moving, using the Darboux motion model.
Much work has been done on detection of indepen-

dently moving objects by a moving observer; reported
research on this subject includes [26–30]. However, this
work has been related to detection, classiIcation, and
tracking of the motion, and has not paid much attention
to motion estimation. Clarke and Zisserman in Ref. [31]
addressed the problem of independently moving rigid
object detection, assuming that all motions (including
the camera motion) are pure translations. The idea is to
track a set of feature points using correlation and move-
ment assumptions derived from the previous frames, and,
based on the feature point correspondences, determine
the epipole (FOE) for the background points as the in-
tersection of the features’ image plane trajectories. The
assumption is that a majority of the feature points are
background points. Moving objects are found by Itting
an epipole to those feature matches that are not consis-
tent with the background epipole. The image plane extent
of the moving object is deIned by the smallest rectangle
enclosing these features. The instability of the camera
introduces strong rotational components into the relative
motion; these are not dealt with in Ref. [31], but will be
dealt with here.
A Inal topic related to this paper is the selective sta-

bilization of image sequences obtained by a moving
camera, particularly by a camera carried by a ground
vehicle. We will not summarize this work in detail here;
for signiIcant references see Refs. [1,32–36].

3. Vehicle and image motion

3.1. Motion of the observing vehicle and the camera

Assume that a camera is mounted on the observing
vehicle; let d̃c be the position vector of the mass center of
the vehicle relative to the nodal point of the camera. The
orientation of the vehicle coordinate systemC��	 relative
to the camera is given by an orthogonal rotational matrix
(a matrix of direction cosines) which we denote by Rc.
The columns of Rc are the unit vectors of the vehicle
coordinate system expressed in the camera coordinate

system. We will assume that the position and orientation
of the vehicle relative to the camera coordinate system do
not change as the vehicle moves. Thus, we will assume
that Rc and d̃c are constant and known.
Given the position p̃e of a scene point E in the vehicle

coordinate system C��	, its position r̃e in the camera
coordinate system is given by r̃e=Rcp̃e + d̃c. Since Rc

and d̃c are constant we have ˙̃re=Rc ˙̃pe. The velocity of
E is given by

˙̃re=− !̃× r̃e − T̃ : (1)

It was shown in Refs. [1,37] that for normal vehicle
speeds v (v¿ 10 m=s ≈ 22 min=h) the rotational velocity
is !̃=Rc(vRTv=d!̃d+ !̃v=d), where !̃v=d is the non-smooth
rotational velocity of the vehicle, !̃d is the smooth (Dar-
boux) rotational velocity of the vehicle (due mainly to
the smooth road changes), and Rv=d is the rotation of the
vehicle frame relative to the Darboux frame; it was also
shown that the largest term (by two orders of magni-
tude) of the translational velocity is T̃ = vRcRTv=d̃t, where
t̃ is the translational velocity of the Darboux frame. Fur-
thermore, it was shown that the smooth rotational and
translational velocities can be estimated by subtracting
the estimated non-smooth rotational velocity Rc!̃v=d from
!̃, producing smooth rotational and translational veloci-
ties !̃s= vRc!̃d and T̃s= vRc̃t.

3.2. Motions of other vehicles

We are interested in other vehicles that are moving
nearby. We assume, the other vehicles are all moving in
the same direction. To facilitate the derivation of the mo-
tion equations of a rigid body B we use two rectangular
coordinate frames, one (Oxyz) Ixed in space, the other
(C1x1y1z1) Ixed in the body and moving with it. The
position of the moving frame at any instant is given by
the position d̃1 of the origin C1, and by the nine direction
cosines of the axes of the moving frame with respect to
the Ixed frame. For a given position p̃ of P in C1x1y1z1
we have the position r̃p of P in Oxyz

r̃p=Rp̃+ d̃1; (2)

where R is the matrix of the direction cosines (the frames
are taken as right-handed so that det R=1). The velocity
˙̃rp of P in Oxyz is given by

˙̃rp= !̃1 × (̃rp − d̃1) +
˙̃d1: (3)

where ˙̃d1 is the translational velocity vector and
!̃1 = (!x !y !z)T is the rotational velocity vector.
It was shown in Refs. [1,37] that for a typical vehi-

cle ||!̃1||=O(0:1) rad=s and ||̃rp − d̃1||=O(1) m. We
thus have ||!̃1 × (̃rp − d̃1)||6 ||!̃1||||̃rp − d̃1||=
O(0:1)O(1)=O(0:1) m=s. For the translational velocity
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we have ||d̃1||= v; for normal speeds of the vehicle
v¿ 10 m=s ≈ 36 km=hr so that ||d̃1||=O(10) m=s. We
can conclude that for any point P on the vehicle the
translational velocity is two orders of magnitude larger
than the rotational velocity.
If we make the Ixed frame Oxyz correspond to the

camera frame at time t we have from Eqs. (1) and (3)
that the velocity of a point P on the vehicle expressed in
the camera frame is given by

˙̃rp=− !̃× r̃p + !̃1 × (̃rp − d̃1)− T̃ + ˙̃d1: (4)

In Eq. (4) the vector −T̃ + ˙̃d1 corresponds to the rel-
ative translational velocity between the camera and the
independently moving vehicle. Regarding the Irst and
the second terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) we can see
that for comparable rotational velocities !̃ and !̃1 the
Irst term will dominate the second term since usually
||̃rp−d̃1||�||̃rp||. We will use this observation in Section
3.5.

3.3. The imaging models

Let (X; Y; Z) denote the Cartesian coordinates of a
scene point with respect to the Ixed camera frame (see
Fig. 1), and let (x; y) denote the corresponding coordi-
nates in the image plane. The equation of the image plane
is Z =f, where f is the focal length of the camera. The
perspective projection onto this plane is given by

x=
fX
Z

; y=
fY
Z

: (5)

For weak perspective projection we need a reference
point (Xc; Yc; Zc). A scene point (X; Y; Z) is Irst projected

Fig. 1. The plane perspective projection image of P is
F =f(X=Z; Y=Z; 1); the weak perspective projection image
of P is obtained through the plane perspective projection
of the intermediate point P1 = (X; Y; Zc) and is given by
G=f(X=Zc; Y=Zc; 1).

onto the point (X; Y; Zc); then, through plane perspective
projection, the point (X; Y; Zc) is projected onto the image
point (x; y). The projection equations are then given by

x=
X
Zc

f; y=
Y
Zc

f: (6)

3.4. The image motion 9eld and the optical :ow 9eld

The instantaneous velocity of the image point (x; y)
under perspective projection is obtained by taking the
derivatives of Eq. (5) and using (1):

ẋ =
Ẋ Z − X Ż

Z2

=
−Uf + xW

Z
+ !x

xy
f

− !y

(
x2

f
+ f

)
+ !zy; (7)

ẏ =
Ẏ Z − Y Ż

Z2

=
−Vf + yW

Z
+ !x

(
y2

f
+ f

)
− !y

xy
f

− !zx: (8)

The instantaneous velocity of the image point (x; y)
under weak perspective projection can be obtained by
taking derivatives of Eq. (6) with respect to time and
using (1):

ẋ=f
Ẋ Zc − X Żc

Z2
c

=
−Uf + xW

Zc
− f!y

Z
Zc

+ !zy;

(9)

ẏ=f
ẎZc − Y Żc

Z2
c

=
−Vf + yW

Zc
+ f!x

Z
Zc

− !zx:

(10)

Let ĩ and j̃ be the unit vectors in the x and y directions,
respectively; ˙̃r= ẋ̃i + ẏ̃j is the projected motion Ield at
the point r̃= x̃i+ ỹj. If we choose a unit direction vector
ñr at the image point r̃ and call it the normal direction,
then the normal motion 9eld at r̃ is ˙̃rn=( ˙̃r · ñr )̃nr . ñr can
be chosen in various ways; the usual choice (as we shall
now see) is the direction of the image intensity gradient.
Let I(x; y; t) be the image intensity function. The time

derivative of I can be written as

dI
dt

=
9I
9x

dx
dt

+
9I
9y

dy
dt

+
9I
9t

= (Ix̃i + Iyj̃) · (ẋ̃i + ẏ̃j) + It =∇I · ˙̃r + It ;

where∇I is the image gradient and the subscripts denote
partial derivatives.
If we assume dI=dt=0, i.e. that the image intensity

does not vary with time, then we have ∇I · ũ + It =0.
The vector Ield ũ in this expression is called the optical
:ow. If we choose the normal direction ñr to be the image
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gradient direction, i.e. ñr ≡ ∇I=||∇I ||, we then have

ũ n= (̃u · ñr )̃nr =
−It∇I
||∇I ||2 ; (11)

where ũ n is called the normal :ow.
It was shown in Ref. [38] that the magnitude of the

di3erence between ũ n and the normal motion Ield r̃n
is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the image
gradient. Hence, ˙̃rn ≈ ũ n when ||∇I || is large. Eq. (11)
thus provides an approximate relationship between the
3-D motion and the image derivatives. We will use this
approximation from now on.

3.5. Estimating camera rotation

We can now describe our algorithm for estimating the
rotation of the camera (and the observing vehicle). We
shall use the following notation: let I be the image inten-
sity at r̃, and let ñr = nx̃i+nyj̃=∇I=||∇I || be the direction
of the image intensity gradient at r̃. The normal motion
9eld at r̃ is the projection of the image motion Ield onto
the gradient direction ñr and is given by ˙̃rn=( ˙̃r · ñr )̃nr .
From Eqs. (7) and (8) we have
˙̃rn · ñr = nxẋ + nyẏ

=
1
Z
[nx(−Uf + xW ) + ny(−Vf + yW )]

+
[
nx

xy
f
+ ny

(
y2

f
+ f

)]
!x−

[
nx

(
x2

f
+ f

)

+ ny
xy
f

]
!y + (nxy − nyx)!z: (12)

The Irst term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (12) is the transla-
tional normal motion ˙̃rt · ñr and the remaining three terms
are the rotational normal motion ˙̃r! · ñr . From now on
we will assume that the camera is forward-looking, i.e.
that the focus of expansion (FOE) is in the image.
The normal :ow at r̃ is deIned as −It=||∇I ||. From

Ref. [38] we know that the magnitude of the di3erence
between the normal 9ow Ield and the normal motion
Ield is inversely proportional to the gradient magnitude;
we can thus write

˙̃rn · ñr = ˙̃rt · ñr + ˙̃r! · ñr =− It
||∇I || + O(||∇I ||−1)

= ũ n · ñr + O(||∇I ||−1): (13)

If the camera motion is a pure translation the image
motion Ield is a radial pattern; the magnitude of each
image motion vector is proportional to the distance of
the image point from the focus of expansion (FOE) and
inversely proportional to the depth of the corresponding
scene point. If the position r̃0 = ĩx0 + j̃y0 of the FOE
is known the translational motion Ield can be obtained
from the translational normal motion Ield by multiplying
each of ˙̃rt · ñr by a vector whose direction is (̃r− r̃0) and

whose magnitude is inversely proportional to the angle
between the normal 9ow and the normal motion vector.
The translational motion Ield is then given by

˙̃rt =( ˙̃rt · ñr)
r̃ − r̃0

(̃r − r̃0) · ñr
: (14)

Note that if we knew !̃ we could compute the rota-
tional motion Ield ˙̃r! and the rotational normal motion
˙̃r! · ñr and use Eq. (13) to obtain

˙̃rt · ñr ≈ ũ · ñr − ˙̃r! · ñr : (15)

If we combine Eqs. (14) and (15) we have

˙̃rt ≈ (̃u · ñr − ˙̃r! · ñr)
(̃r − r̃0)

(̃r − r̃0) · ñr
: (16)

If the FOE is known or can be estimated (see Ref.
[39]), we can use Eq. (16) to estimate the rotational
velocity vector !̃ by minimizing

∑
r̃ || ˙̃rt ||2. Indeed, the

image motion Ield in the neighborhood of the FOE is
composed of the translational image motion and the rota-
tional image motion. The roll component of the rotational
image motion is orthogonal to the translational image
motion, so that it increases the magnitude of the image
motion Ield and the normal motion Ield. The yaw and
the pitch components of the rotational image motion are
approximately constant in the neighborhood of the FOE
and just shift the position of the singular (zero) point of
the 9ow Ield [40]. Furthermore, the rotational normal
motion accounts for most of the image motion Ield at
the distant image points [37]. Therefore, if we subtract
the rotational image motion, the sum of the magnitudes
of the resulting (translational) 9ow Ield will be minimal.
Using Eqs. (12) and (16) we then have

!̃=argmin
!̃

∑
r̃

||̃u · ñr − ˙̃r! · ñr ||2 ||(̃r − r̃0)||2
||(̃r − r̃0) · ñr ||2 :

(17)

In matrix form this problem corresponds to minimizing
||A!̃ − b̃|| (see Ref. [41]) where the rows ãi of A are
given by

ãi =
||(̃r − r̃0)||

||(̃r − r̃0) · ñr ||
[
nx

xy
f
+ ny

(
y2

f
+ f

)
;

− nx

(
x2

f
+ f

)
− ny

xy
f
; nxy − nyx

]
(18)

and the elements bi of b̃ are given by

bi = ũ · ñr
||(̃r − r̃0)||

||(̃r − r̃0) · ñr || :

The solution is given by

!̃=A+b̃;

where A+ is the generalized inverse of A (see Ref. [41]).
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3.6. The motion of an observed vehicle

Finally, we show how to estimate the motion of an
observed object (such as a vehicle). We assume that
the FOE is known or has been estimated; that the cam-
era rotation has been estimated, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5; and that we have detected an observed ve-
hicle (see Section 4.1). We then derotate the normal
9ow Ield to obtain the translational motion Ield (see
Eqs. (14)–(16)).
From Eqs. (9) and (10) we obtain the (approximate)

equations of projected relative motion for points on an
observed vehicle under weak perspective:

ẋ=
Uf − xW

Zc
; (19)

ẏ=
Vf − yW

Zc
: (20)

Eqs. (19) and (20) relate the derotated image (projected)
motion Ield to the scaled, smoothed translational velocity
Z−1
c T̃ =Z−1

c (U V W )T.
Given the point r̃= x̃i + ỹj and the normal direction

nx̃i + nyj̃, from Eqs. (19) and (20) the normal motion
Ield ˙̃rn · ñ= nxẋ + nyẏ is given by

˙̃rn · ñ= nxfUZ−1
c + nyfVZ−1

c − (nxx + nyy)WZ−1
c :
(21)

Let

a=


 a1

a2
a3


 ≡


 nxf

nyf
−nxx − nyy


 ;

c=


 c1

c2
c3


 ≡




UZ−1
c

VZ−1
c

WZ−1
c


 : (22)

Using Eq. (22) we can write Eq. (21) as ˙̃rn · ñ= aTc. The
column vector a is formed of observable quantities only,
while each element of the column vector c contains quan-
tities which are not directly observable from the images,
but which describe the relative motion of the observed
vehicle. To estimate c we need estimates of ˙̃rn · ñ at three
or more image points. We use linear least squares to es-
timate c from the normal 9ow.
The estimated c is our desired estimate of the motion

of the observed vehicle. Note that the third component
of c is the rate of approach. This quantity (measured in
s−1) is equivalent to the inverse of the time to collision
and corresponds to the rate at which the observed vehicle
is approaching the camera (or receding from it). (For
example, ,=0:1=s means that every second the object
travels 0:1 of the distance between the observer and its

current position. A negative rate of approach means that
the object is going away from the camera.)

4. Experiments

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we give examples illustrat-
ing road detection, stabilization, and vehicle detection.
In Section 4.3, we present results for several sequences
showing vehicles in motion.

4.1. Road and vehicle detection

We detect the road region by Inding road edges and
lane markers. A Canny edge detector is applied and
Hough-like voting is used to detect dominant straight
lines in the image. Each line is parameterized by its nor-
mal angle - and its displacement d from the center of
the image. For all possible values of - and d the image
is scanned along the corresponding line. The number of
edge points that are found within a strip along the line,
and whose gradient direction is orthogonal to the line di-
rection, is taken as the vote for the corresponding point
in the -–d plane. Among those lines, only the ones with
a certain weight and orientation are chosen to be road
line candidates.
If several lines with close - and d values are candi-

dates, only the best representative of these lines is chosen.
The other lines are eliminated by applying local maxi-
mum suppression in the -–d plane. Note that if the lines
represent the two edges of a lane marker, the gradient
directions will have opposite signs for the two edges.
Due to perspectivity, the road boundaries and lane

marker lines should converge to a single point. Candidate
lines that do not converge to a single point are not iden-
tiIed as a road or lane boundaries. The identiIed lines
are the maximal subsets of candidate lines that all inter-
sect at or close to one point (all the intersection points
of every pair of the lines are located in a small region).
Our method of vehicle detection is based on the de-

tection of intersecting vertical and horizontal lines; it is
essentially the same as the method used in Ref. [14].
Fig. 2 presents some road detection and vehicle de-

tection results for four di3erent sequences (collected in
three di3erent countries).

4.2. Derotation

As was shown in Ref. [37] the impulsive e3ects in-
troduce signiIcant changes in the roll and pitch angular
velocities (see Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows three examples of
image sequence derotation by compensating the rota-
tional e3ects of road bumps. The estimated rotational
normal 9ow component (column c) is subtracted from
the total normal 9ow (column b), which yields the trans-
lational normal 9ow component (column d). We can see
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Fig. 2. (a–d) A selected frame from each of four sequences. Top: the input images. Middle: results of road detection. Bottom: results
of vehicle detection.

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Two images taken 1=15th of a second apart; (c) and (d) their normal 9ows. One can see the e3ects of bumps.
In the Irst frame, the 9ow vectors point downward; in the second, they point upward.

that the translational normal 9ow components at distant
points are close to zero.
The rotation vector is estimated using the method

based on FOE calculation, as described in Section 3.5;
alternatively, it can be estimated from the apparent shifts
of distant points, as described in Ref. [1,37]. Two exam-
ples of distant point identiIcation, using horizon points,
are shown in Fig. 5.

4.3. Relative motions of vehicles

After derotating and detecting moving vehicles, we
can analyze their motions using the algorithm for motion
estimation under weak perspective.
In the Irst experiment we used an image sequence

taken in Haifa, Israel, from a vehicle following two
other accelerating vehicles. The sequence consisted of
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Fig. 4. Derotation results for one frame from each of three sequences: (a) input frame; (b) normal 9ow; (c) rotational normal 9ow;
(d) translational normal 9ow.

Fig. 5. IdentiIcation of distant image points in frames from two sequences.

90 frames (slightly less than 3 s). Fig. 6 shows frames
0, 30 and 60, and the corresponding normal 9ow on the
vehicles. Fig. 7 shows estimated values of UZ−1

c , VZ−1
c ,

and WZ−1
c for the central (closest) vehicle. These values

correspond to the translations of the vehicles relative
to the vehicle carrying the camera (i.e., in the observer
coordinate system). Because of our choice of coordinate
system the rate of approach , is equal to the negative of
WZ−1

c .

The graphs show that the motion components have a
simple behavior; before they reach their extremal values
they can be approximated by straight lines, indicating
constant relative accelerations.
In the second experiment we used an image sequence

of a van, taken in France, from another vehicle following
the van [25,42]. The sequence consisted of 56 frames
(slightly less than 2 s). Fig. 8 shows frames 5, 15, 25,
and 35 as well as the corresponding normal 9ow. Fig. 9
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Fig. 6. Frames 0; 30 and 60 of a sequence showing two vehicles accelerating. The normal 9ow results are shown below the
corresponding image frames.

Fig. 7. Motion analysis results for the acceleration sequence.
U; V;W are the scaled (by an unknown distance Z−1

c ) compo-
nents of the relative translational velocity.

shows estimated values of UZ−1
c , VZ−1

c , and WZ−1
c . The

graph shows that there is an impending collision (rate
of approach greater than 1 s−1). Around the 20th frame
the rate of approach becomes zero (as do all the velocity
components) and after that it becomes negative because
the van starts pulling away from the vehicle carrying the
camera. A similar image sequence was used in Ref. [42]
in studies of vehicle convoy behavior.

The third sequence (taken from the IENGalileo Ferrari
Vision Image Library) consisted of 26 frames. Fig. 10
shows frames 1, 14 and 26, as well as the corresponding
normal 9ow. Fig. 11 shows estimated values of UZ−1

c ,
VZ−1

c , and WZ−1
c . The graph shows that the W com-

ponent of the translational velocity is dominant over
the U and V components, which is correct for a ve-
hicle that overtakes the observer vehicle and does not
change lanes; the two vehicles are moving on parallel
courses.
Fig. 12 shows frames 1, 26 and 47 of another 48-frame

sequence, taken in Haifa, Israel, as well as the corre-
sponding normal 9ow. Fig. 13 shows UZ−1

c , VZ−1
c , and

WZ−1
c graphs for the left (overtaking) and central ve-

hicles. One can see that the graphs di3er mainly in the
values of the W component, since the relative speed
of approach for the left vehicle is greater than that for
the central one. The U and V components are rela-
tively small; all three vehicles are moving in the same
direction.

5. Conclusions and plans for future work

Understanding the motions of vehicles from images
taken by a moving camera requires a mathematical for-
mulation of the relationships between the camera’s mo-
tion and the image motion Ield, as well as a model for
the other vehicles’ trajectories and their contributions to
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Fig. 8. Frames 5, 15, 25 and 35 of the van sequence. The normal 9ow results are shown below the corresponding image frames.

Fig. 9. Motion analysis results for the van sequence. U; V;W
are the scaled (by an unknown distance Z−1

c ) components of
the relative translational velocity.

the image motion Ield. The use of the Darboux frame
provides a vocabulary appropriate for describing long
motion sequences.
We have derived equations for understanding the rela-

tive motions of vehicles in tra�c scenes from a sequence
of images taken by a moving camera carried by an ob-
serving vehicle. We use the Darboux motion model for
both the observing vehicle and the nearby moving vehi-
cles. Using a full perspective imaging model we derotate
the image sequence so that our model for the observed
vehicles’ motions can be applied. Using the weak per-
spective approximation we analyze the nearby vehicles’
motions and apply this analysis to long image sequences.

Applying our analysis to various classes of tra�c events
[6] will be the subject of future research.
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Appendix A. The Darboux motion model

The ideal motion of a camera moving along the ground
can be described as motion along a smooth trajectory
. lying on a smooth surface /. The Darboux frame
deIned by . and / has axes deIned by the tangent t̃ to
. (and /), the second tangent ṽ to / (orthogonal to t̃),
and the normal s̃ to / (see Fig. 14). In this appendix we
will present a mathematical description of motion that
satisIes the Darboux frame assumption.
Consider a point O moving along a curve . which

lies on a smooth surface /. There is a natural coordinate
system Otnb associated with . (even if it is a space
curve), deIned by the tangent t̃, normal ñ, and binormal
b̃ of .. The triple (̃t; ñ; b̃) is called the moving trihedron
or Frenet–Serret coordinate frame. We have the Frenet–
Serret formulas [43]

t̃ ′=0ñ; ñ ′=− 0̃t + 1̃b; b̃
′
=− 1̃n; (A.1)

where 0 is the curvature and 1 the torsion of ..
When the curve. lies on a smooth surface/, it is more

appropriate to use the Darboux frame (̃t; ṽ; s̃) [43,44].
We take the Irst unit vector of the frame to be the tangent
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Fig. 10. Frames 1, 14 and 26 of the Italian sequence. The normal 9ow results are shown below the corresponding image frames.

Fig. 11. Motion analysis results for the Italian sequence.U; V;W
are the scaled (by an unknown distance Z−1

c ) components of
the relative translational velocity.

t̃ of . and the surface normal s̃ to be the third frame vec-
tor; Inally, we obtain the second frame vector as ṽ= s̃× t̃
(see Fig. 14). Note that t̃ and ṽ lie in the tangent plane
of /. Since the vector t̃ belongs to both the Otnb and
Otvs frames, they di3er only by a rotation around t̃, say
through an angle  ≡  (s). We thus have

(
ṽ
s̃

)
=
(

cos  sin  
−sin  cos  

)(
ñ
b̃

)
: (A.2)

The derivatives of t̃; ṽ; s̃ with respect to arc length
along . can be found from (A.1) and (A.2):

t̃ ′=0gṽ− 0ñs; ṽ ′=− 0g̃t + 1g̃s; s̃ ′=0ñt − 1gṽ;
(A.3)

where

0g ≡ 0 cos  ; 0n ≡ 0 sin  ; 1g ≡ 1+
d 
ds

;

0g is called the geodesic curvature, 0n is called the nor-
mal curvature, and 1g is called the (geodesic) twist.
It is well known that the instantaneous motion of a

moving frame is determined by its rotational velocity !̃
and the translational velocity T̃ of the reference point of
the frame. The translational velocity T̃ of O is just t̃ and
the rotational velocity of the Otvs frame is given by the
vector

!̃d= 1g̃t + 0ñv+ 0g̃s:

Hence, the derivative of any vector in the Otvs frame is
given by the vector product of !̃d and that vector. It can
be seen that the rate of rotation around t̃ is just 1g, the
rate of rotation around ṽ is just 0n, and the rate of rotation
around s̃ is just 0g.
If, instead of using the arc length s as a parameter, the

time t is used, the rotational velocity !̃d and translational
velocity T̃ are scaled by the speed v(t)=ds=dt of O
along .. This speed and the three components of the
rotational velocity of the Darboux frame deIne a rigid
motion model which we call smooth surface motion.
We can use two coordinate frames to describe the

motion of the platform carrying the camera. The “real”
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Fig. 12. Frames 1; 25 and 48 of the Haifa sequence. The normal 9ow results are shown below the corresponding image frames.

Fig. 13. Motion analysis results for the Haifa sequence. U; V;W are the scaled (by an unknown distance Z−1
c ) components of the

relative translational velocity.

platform frame C��	 (which moves non-smoothly, in
general) is deIned by its origin C, which is at the
center of mass of the platform, and its axes: C� (fore=aft),
C� (crosswise), and C	 (up=down); and the ideal plat-
form frame Otvs (the Darboux frame) corresponds to
the smooth motion of the platform.
The motion of the platform can be decomposed into

the motion of the Otvs frame and the motion of the C��	
frame relative to the Otvs frame. As we have just seen,
the rotational velocity of the Otvs (Darboux) frame is

v!̃d= v(1g̃t+ 0ñv+ 0g̃s) and its translational velocity is
ṽt. We denote the rotational velocity of the C��	 frame
by !̃v and its translational velocity by T̃v.
The position of the C��	 frame relative to the Otvs

frame is given by the displacement vector d̃v=d between C
and O, and the relative orientation of the frames is given
by an orthogonal rotational matrix (matrix of direction
cosines) which we denote by Rv=d. The translational ve-
locity of the platform (the velocity of C) is the sum of
three terms: (i) the translational velocity of the Darboux
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Fig. 14. The Darboux frame moves along the path . which
lies on the surface /.

frame ṽt, (ii) the translational velocity T̃v=d ≡ ˙̃dv=d, and
(iii) the displacement v!̃d × d̃v=d due to rotation of C in
theOtvs frame. The translational velocity of the platform

expressed in theOtvs frame is thus v!̃d×d̃v=d+ ṽt+ ˙̃dv=d;
its translational velocity in the C��	 frame is

T̃ v=RTv=d(v!̃d × d̃v=d + ṽt + ˙̃dv=d): (A.4)

Similarly, the rotational velocity of C��	 is the sum of
two terms: (i) the rotational velocity vRTv=d!̃d of the Otvs
frame, and (ii) the rotational velocity !̃v=d, which corre-
sponds to the skew matrix 4v=d=RTv=dṘv=d. The rotational
velocity of the C��	 frame expressed in the Otvs frame
is thus v!̃d + Rv=d!̃v=d; the corresponding expression in
the C��	 frame is

!̃v= vRTv=d!̃d + !̃v=d: (A.5)

The rotational axis c̃v=d which corresponds to the ro-
tational matrix Rv=d is speciIed by its three direction
cosines cx; cy; cz . The rotation around this axis through
an angle 5 is then given by the matrix

Rv=d = cos 5 I + (1− cos 5)




c2x cxcy cxcz
cycx c2y cycz
czcx czcy c2z




+sin 5


 0 −cz cy

cz 0 −cx
−cy cx 0


 ; (A.6)

where I is the identity matrix. When 5 is small (in Ref.
[37] it is shown that 5=O(0:05) rad) we have cos 5 ≈ 1,
sin 5 ≈ 5, and

RTv=d= I − 5Cv=d + O(52); (A.7)

where the skew matrix Cv=d is the matrix factor in the
last term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.6). From Eq. (A.5) we

thus have

!̃v = vRTv=d!̃d + !̃v=d

= v!̃d − 5Cv=d!̃d + vO(52)!̃d + !̃v=d

= v!̃d + !̃v=d − 5ṽcv=d × !̃d + O(v52||!̃d||): (A.8)

The signiIcant terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.8) are
v!̃d, which is the smooth velocity of the platform; !̃v=d,
which is the non-smooth velocity of the platform; and the
cross-product term 5ṽcv=d×!̃d, which is also non-smooth.
Since 5 is small and ||̃cv=d||=1, the cross-product term is
small compared to v!̃d; indeed, it is O(v5||!̃d||). Hence,
!̃v= v!̃d + !̃v=d + O(v5||!̃d||): (A.9)

Rotations around the fore=aft, sideways, and up=down
axes of a platform are called roll, pitch, and yaw, respec-
tively. In terms of our choice of the platform coordinate
system, these are rotations around the �-, �-, and 	-axes.
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